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Abstract
Visual Dialogue task requires an agent to be en-
gaged in a conversation with human about an im-
age. The ability of generating detailed and non-
repetitive responses is crucial for the agent to
achieve human-like conversation. In this paper, we
propose a novel generative decoding architecture
to generate high-quality responses, which moves
away from decoding the whole encoded seman-
tics towards the design that advocates both trans-
parency and flexibility. In this architecture, word
generation is decomposed into a series of attention-
based information selection steps, performed by the
novel recurrent Deliberation, Abandon and Mem-
ory (DAM) module. Each DAM module performs
an adaptive combination of the response-level se-
mantics captured from the encoder and the word-
level semantics specifically selected for generat-
ing each word. Therefore, the responses contain
more detailed and non-repetitive descriptions while
maintaining the semantic accuracy. Furthermore,
DAM is flexible to cooperate with existing vi-
sual dialogue encoders and adaptive to the encoder
structures by constraining the information selection
mode in DAM. We apply DAM to three typical en-
coders and verify the performance on the VisDial
v1.0 dataset. Experimental results show that the
proposed models achieve new state-of-the-art per-
formance with high-quality responses. The code is
available at https://github.com/JXZe/DAM.
1 Introduction
Visual Dialogue [Das et al., 2017] is a task that requires an
agent to answer a series of questions grounded in an image,
demanding the agent to reason about both visual content and
dialogue history. There are two kinds of typical approaches
∗Equal contribution. This work is done when Xiaoze Jiang is an
intern in IIE, CAS.
†Corresponding author.
C: Aman is riding a snowboard.
Q1: How old is the man?
A1: I can’t tell.
Q9: Are there any clouds?
A9: Yes.
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Figure 1: An illustration of DAM. The encoder encodes visual di-
alogue information into Knowledge Base (KB). DAM adaptively
composites the information from response-level (green block) and
word-level (blue block) to generate word at each decoding step.
to this task [Das et al., 2017]: discriminative and generative.
Discriminative approach learns to select the best response
in a candidate list, while generative approach may generate
new responses that are not provided in the pre-constructed
repository. The discriminative approach is relatively easier
since the grammaticality and accuracy are guaranteed in the
human-written responses. However, the retrieved responses
are limited by the capacity of the pre-constructed repository.
Even the best matched response may not be exactly appropri-
ate since most cases are not tailored for the on-going ques-
tions [Qi et al., 2020]. Therefore, the generative ability is
crucial to achieve human-like conversation by synthesizing
more factual and flexible responses accordingly. The typical
solution for the generative visual dialogue system is based on
the encoder-decoder framework [Yang et al., 2019]. The en-
coder aims to capture the semantics of the image, question
and dialogue history by embeddings, while the decoder de-
codes these embeddings to a response by recurrent neural net-
works (RNN) [Hopfield, 1982]. Due to the difficulty of gen-
eration, the majority of previous works [Niu et al., 2019] have
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focused on designing more comprehensive encoder structures
to make use of different aspects of information from the input.
Though these methods achieve promising improvement, they
still have obvious limitations, such as generating inaccurate
details and repetitive words or phrases.
To tackle the above problems, we propose to adaptively
incorporate more detailed information from the encoder for
generating each word in the decoding process. Specifically,
we propose a recurrent Deliberation, Abandon and Mem-
ory (DAM) module, a novel architecture of generative de-
coder to address the above two issues. As shown in Figure
1, on the one hand, DAM incorporates the global informa-
tion in the response-level to keep semantic coherence. On the
other hand, DAM pays attention to capture the related and
unique details in the word-level by designing Deliberation
Unit guided by the current generated word. To further re-
duce repetition, we devise Abandon Unit to select the unique
information for the current word. In the end, Memory Unit in-
tegrates the derived word-level and response-level semantics
into the memory state for word generation, which contributes
to the unification of semantic coherence and the richness of
details. With recurrent connections between the DAM cells
inspired by LSTM [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997], the
network is capable of generating visual-grounded details in a
progressive manner and remarkably eliminates repetition by
coverage control. Note that DAM is a universal architecture
that can be combined with existing visual dialogue models by
adapting the Deliberation Unit to the corresponding encoder.
To show the effectiveness of DAM, we propose three mod-
els by combining DAM with three typical visual dialogue en-
coders, including Late Fusion encoder [Das et al., 2017] for
general feature fusion, Memory Network encoder [Das et al.,
2017] for dialogue history reasoning, and DualVD encoder
[Jiang et al., 2020] for visual-semantic image understanding.
We show that the performance of baseline models is consis-
tently improved by combining with DAM.
The main contributions are summarized as follows: (1) We
propose a novel generative decoder DAM to generate more
detailed and less repetitive responses. DAM contains a com-
positive structure that leverages the complementary informa-
tion from both response-level and word-level, which guaran-
tees the accuracy and richness of the responses. (2) DAM is
universal to cooperate with existing visual dialogue encoders
by constraining the information selection mode to adapt to
different encoder structures. (3) We demonstrate the mod-
ule’s capability, generality and interpretability on the VisDial
v1.0 dataset. DAM consistently improves the performance of
existing models and achieves a new state-of-the-art 60.93%
on NDCG for the generative task.
2 Related Work
Visual Dialogue. Most previous works focused on discrim-
inative approaches [Zheng et al., 2019; Schwartz et al., 2019;
Kottur et al., 2018; Kong and Wu, 2018] and achieved great
progress. However, generative approaches, which are more
practical in realistic applications, typically perform inferior
to the discriminative approaches. [Wu et al., 2018] combined
reinforcement learning with generative adversarial networks
[Goodfellow et al., 2014] to generate human-like answers.
[Zhang et al., 2019] introduced negative responses to gen-
erative model to reduce safe responses. [Chen et al., 2020]
proposed a multi-hop reasoning model to generate more ac-
curate responses. However, how to generate less repetitive
and more detailed responses has been less studied. Our work
devotes to reducing the repetition and improving the richness
in responses via designing a universal generative decoder by
selecting more related information for generating the current
word from response-level and word-level semantics.
Generation-based Dialogue Systems. The typical solu-
tion adopts the sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) framework
[Madotto et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2019] and uses RNN to
generate responses. Existing works studied diverse aspects
of generation, including expressing specific emotions [Song
et al., 2019; Rashkin et al., 2019], introducing new topics
[Xu et al., 2019], generating robust task-oriented responses
[Peng et al., 2018; Lei et al., 2018], improving the richness
[Tian et al., 2019] and reducing repetition [Shao et al., 2017],
etc. [See et al., 2017] assigned pointing to copy words from
the source text to improve the richness of sentences and used
coverage mechanism to reduce repetition. The problem of re-
ducing repetition of response has been less studied in visual
dialogue. What’s more, the methods in visual dialogue can-
not adopt pointing to copy words directly, since the point-
ing clues come from image and dialogue history in visual
dialogue. One limitation of coverage mechanism is that it
reduces repetition by rigid constraints of the loss function,
which may result in the missing of essential words. Intu-
itively, understanding the input information comprehensively
and capturing word-specific semantics can also reduce rep-
etition. Inspired by this intuition, we propose a novel visual
dialogue decoder to generate less repetitive and more detailed
responses by considering the encoder structure and adaptively
selecting and decoding information from the encoder.
3 Methodology
The visual dialogue task can be described as follows: given
an image I and its caption C, a dialogue history till round
t-1, Ht = {C, (Q1, A1), ..., (Qt−1, At−1)}, and the current
question Qt, the task aims to generate an accurate response
At. Our work mainly focuses on the design of a novel gen-
erative decoder architecture DAM. To prove the effectiveness
of DAM, we combine it with three typical encoders: Late
Fusion (LF), Memory Network (MN) and the state-of-the-
art Dual-coding Visual Dialogue (DualVD). In this section,
we will introduce (1) the typical encoder-decoder generative
model in visual dialogue, (2) the structure of our proposed
generative decoder, and (3) the combination strategies of our
decoder with the three typical encoders.
3.1 Encoder-Decoder Generative Model
Our proposed DAM network is an advancement of the typi-
cal generative decoder with deliberation and control abilities.
In this section, we first introduce the typical generative vi-
sual dialogue encoder-decoder model. Encoder encodes the
image I , dialogue history Ht and current question Qt by a
hidden state called knowledge vector Kt (for conciseness, t
is omitted below). On each decoding step τ , the decoder,
typically using a single-layer unbidirectional LSTM, receives
the word embedding of previous generated word xτ−1 and
previous hidden state sτ−1 (the output knowledge vector K
from encoder serves as the initial hidden state) and outputs a
decoded vector aτ . Then the probability distribution Pτ over
the vocabulary can be computed by:
Pτ = softmax(w
T
p aτ + bp) (1)
The word with the highest probability is selected as the pre-
dicted word and the model is trained by log-likelihood loss.
3.2 The DAM Decoder
DAM is a novel compositive decoder that can be incorpo-
rated with standard sequence-to-sequence generation frame-
work. It helps to improve the richness of semantic details as
well as discouraging repetition in the responses. As shown
in Figure 2, DAM consists of response-level semantic decode
layer (RSL), word-level detail decode layer (WDL) and in-
formation fusion module (Memory Unit). RSL is responsi-
ble for capturing the global information to guarantee the re-
sponse’s fluency and correctness. However, the global infor-
mation lacks the detailed semantics, for the current word and
the rigid-decoding mode in LSTM tends to generate repeated
words. WDL incorporates the essential and unique visual di-
alogue contents (i.e. question, dialogue history and image)
into the generation of current word to enrich the word-level
details. The structure of WDL consists of an LSTM, Delib-
eration Unit and Abandon Unit. Finally, Memory Unit is re-
sponsible for adaptively fusing both the response-level and
word-level information.
Response-Level Semantic Decode Layer (RSL)
When answering a question about an image, human needs to
capture the global semantic information to decide the main
ideas and content for the responses. In our model, we regard
the embedded information from the encoder as global seman-
tic information, and denote it as knowledge vector K. K is
used for providing the response-level semantics in the gener-
ation process. The response-level information rτ for generat-
ing the current word is computed as:
rτ = LSTMr(xτ−1, srτ−1) (2)
where xτ−1 is the previous generated word and srτ−1 is the
memory state of LSTMr.
Word-Level Detail Decode Layer (WDL)
On the one hand, the response-level information lacks the de-
tails of the image and dialogue history, providing rigid clues
for generating different words. On the other hand, response-
level information changes slightly with the recurrent word
generation process and results in repetitive words or phrases.
To solve these problems, it’s critical to enrich the decoding
vector with more detailed question-relevant information that
is unique for current generated word.
For generating the τ th word, we first adaptively capture
word-relevant information from the encoded knowledge in-
formation along with previous generated word and previous
hidden state via LSTMd:
nτ = LSTMd([xτ−1,Kτ−1], sdτ−1) (3)
LSTMd
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Figure 2: Overview structure of DAM. It consists of RSL (green
part), WDL (blue part) and information fusion module (purple part).
For the τ generation step, the inputs of DAM contain the question
embedding Qτ−1, the knowledge embedding Kτ−1, the previous
generated word embedding xτ−1 and the previous hidden states
srτ−1 and sdτ−1.
where “[·, ·]” denotes concatenation, Kτ−1 is the updated
knowledge vector in the τ -1 step and sdτ−1 is the memory
state of LSTMd. Since nτ only capture the global seman-
tics from the encoder, we further incorporate the structure-
adaptive local semantics from the encoder via the Delibera-
tion Unit. Finally, we propose the Abandon Unit to filter out
the redundant information while enhancing the word-specific
information from both global and local clues. The Delibera-
tion Unit and the Abandon Unit are detailed below.
Deliberation Unit. It aims to adaptively leverage the en-
coder structure to extract the most related and detailed in-
formation for current word generation. Specifically, we first
capture the significant information in the question under the
guidance of the global semantic vector nτ . Guided by the up-
graded question representation, we adopt structure-adaptive
strategies to different encoder structures to select image and
dialogue history information. In the end, we get the de-
tailed question-related information by fusing the information
of question, dialogue history and image. Compared with
most existing decoders that merely use the encoded embed-
ding without considering the diverse encoder structures, our
proposed Deliberation Unit provides a flexible strategy to de-
rive more detailed information by taking the advantages of the
elaborate encoders. To prove the effectiveness of DAM, we
combine it with three typical encoders, including LF encoder
for the general feature fusion, MN encoder for dialogue his-
tory reasoning and DualVD encoder for visual-semantic im-
age understanding. The details of Deliberation Unit adaptive
to these three encoders will be introduced in Section 3.3.
Abandon Unit. It further filters out the redundant informa-
tion while enhancing the word-specific information from both
the global and local encoded clues. Specifically, Abandon
Unit updates current generated decoding vector nτ by com-
bining detailed knowledge information Kτ with nτ via a gate
operation and achieves the final word-level embedding dτ :
gateaτ = σ(Wa[nτ ,Kτ ] + ba) (4)
dτ = gate
a
τ ◦ [nτ ,Kτ ] (5)
where “◦” denotes the element-wise product.
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Figure 3: The illustration of Deliberation Unit adaptive to LF Encoder (a), MN Encoder (b) and DualVD Encoder (c), where “G”: gate
operation, V : visual representation of image, M semantic representation of image. Different colored lines represent different update steps:
blue lines: word-guided question information update, orange lines: question-guided information update, green lines: general feature fusion.
The information from RSL and WDL is complementary to
each other. We design Memory Unit to combine the two kinds
of information for word prediction. Memory Unit selects
response-level information to control the global semantics in
response and tracks the word-level information for generating
more detailed and less repeated response via a gate operation:
gatemτ = σ(Wm[rτ , dτ ] + bm) (6)
oτ = gate
m
τ ◦ [rτ , dτ ] (7)
The generated word xτ with the maximum value in the prob-
ability distribution P oτ is selected as the predicted word. P
o
τ
is computed as:
P oτ = softmax(w
T
o oτ + bo) (8)
3.3 Variants of Deliberation Unit
Guided by the question and current generated word state nτ ,
Deliberation Unit captures more detailed information from
encoder-specific structures. The Deliberation Unit mainly
contains three steps: (1) word-guided question information
update, (2) question-guided information update, and (3) gen-
eral feature fusion. The last two steps are adaptive to different
encoders while the first step keeps unchanged. To select the
most related information for current generated word, we first
update question information Qτ−1 with nτ :
gateqτ = σ(Wq[Qτ−1, nτ ] + bq) (9)
Qτ =W1(gate
q
τ ◦ [Qτ−1, nτ ]) (10)
We will introduce the next two steps adaptive to LF, MN and
DualVD encoders below. It should be noted that the parame-
ters of the Deliberation Unit are independent of its encoder.
Deliberation Unit Adaptive to LF Encoder. LF Encoder
focuses on multi-modal information fusion without complex
information reasoning. In our decoder, we merely fuse the up-
dated question information Qτ with dialogue history H and
image I from the encoder without question-guided informa-
tion update step as shown in Figure 3(a).
Deliberation Unit Adaptive to MN Encoder. MN En-
coder focuses on the dialogue history reasoning. Com-
pared with Deliberation Unit for LF Encoder, we further add
question-guided information update step to reason over dia-
logue history via attention mechanism before general feature
fusion as shown in Figure 3(b).
Model MRR R@1 R@5 R@10 Mean NDCG
HCIAE-G [Lu et al., 2017] 49.07 39.72 58.23 64.73 18.43 59.70
CoAtt-G [Wu et al., 2018] 49.64 40.09 59.37 65.92 17.86 59.24
Primary-G [Guo et al., 2019] 49.01 38.54 59.82 66.94 16.69 -
ReDAN-G [Gan et al., 2019] 49.60 39.95 59.32 65.97 17.79 59.41
DMRM [Chen et al., 2020] 50.16 40.15 60.02 67.21 15.19 -
LF-G [Das et al., 2017] 44.67 34.84 53.64 59.69 21.11 52.23
MN-G [Das et al., 2017] 45.51 35.40 54.91 61.20 20.24 51.86
DualVD-G [Jiang et al., 2020] 49.78 39.96 59.96 66.62 17.49 60.08
LF-DAM (ours) 45.08 35.01 54.48 60.57 20.83 52.68
MN-DAM (ours) 46.16 35.87 55.99 62.45 19.57 52.82
DualVD-DAM (ours) 50.51 40.53 60.84 67.94 16.65 60.93
Table 1: Result comparison on validation set of VisDial v1.0.
Deliberation Unit Adaptive to DualVD Encoder. Du-
alVD Encoder focuses on the visual-semantic image under-
standing. As shown in Figure 3(c), for the question-guided
information update step, we first concatenate updated ques-
tion and dialogue history to form the query vector Q˜τ , and
assign Q˜τ to guide the update of image from visual and se-
mantic aspects respectively. For the feature fusion step, we
utilize the gate operation between visual and semantic image
representation (V˜τ and T˜τ ) to obtain the updated image rep-
resentation.
4 Experiments
Dataset. We conduct extensive experiments on VisDial
v1.0 dataset [Das et al., 2017] constructed based on
MSCOCO images and captions. VisDial v1.0 is split into
training, validation and test sets. The training set consists
of dialogues on 120k images from COCO-trainval while the
validation and test sets are consisting of dialogues on an ad-
ditional 10k COCO-like images from Flickr.
Evaluation Metrics. Following [Das et al., 2017], we rank
the 100 candidate answers based on their posterior probabili-
ties and evaluate the performance by retrieval metrics: mean
reciprocal rank (MRR), recall@k (k =1, 5, 10), mean rank of
human response (Mean) and normalized discounted cumula-
tive gain (NDCG). Lower value for Mean and higher value
for other metrics are desired.
Implementation Details. To build the vocabulary, we re-
tain words in the dataset with word frequency greater than 5.
The vocabulary contains 10366 words. The hidden states and
cell states of LSTMd are randomly initialized while LSTMr
is using the output knowledge vector K from encoder as the
initial hidden state and randomly initializing cell state. The
maximum sentence length of the responses is set to 20. The
Base Model Model MRR R@1 R@5 R@10 Mean NDCG
LF-DAM
2LSTM 44.43 34.53 53.55 59.48 21.38 51.99
2L-M 44.77 34.85 54.06 60.03 21.13 52.04
2L-DM 45.06 34.90 54.24 60.39 20.87 52.58
2L-DAM 45.08 35.01 54.48 60.57 20.83 52.68
MN-DAM
2LSTM 45.58 35.27 55.38 61.54 19.96 52.38
2L-M 45.67 35.29 55.57 61.97 19.91 52.11
2L-DM 45.77 35.53 55.40 62.05 19.95 52.51
2L-DAM 46.16 35.87 55.99 62.45 19.57 52.82
DualVD-DAM
2LSTM 49.72 40.04 59.52 66.41 17.62 59.79
2L-M 50.09 40.38 59.94 66.77 17.31 59.85
2L-DM 50.20 40.33 60.22 67.48 17.15 59.72
2L-DAM 50.51 40.53 60.84 67.94 16.65 60.93
Table 2: Ablation study of each unit on VisDial v1.0 validation set.
hidden state size of all the LSTM blocks is set to 512 and the
dimension of each gate is set to 1024. The Adam optimizer
[Kingma and Ba, 2015] is used with the initial learning rate
of 1e-3 and final learning rate of 3.4e-4 via cosine annealing
strategy with 16 epochs. The batch size is set to 15.
4.1 State-of-the-Art Comparison
As shown in Table 1, we compare our models (third block)
with SOTA generative models (first block) and baseline mod-
els (second block, re-trained by us). ReDAN-G and DMRM
adopted complex multi-step reasoning, while HCIAE-G,
CoAtt-G and Primary-G are attention-based models. For fair-
ness, we only compare the original generative ability without
re-ranking. We just replace the decoders in baseline mod-
els by our proposed DAM. Compared with the baseline mod-
els, our models outperform them on all the metrics, which
indicates the complementary advantages between DAM and
existing encoders in visual dialogue. Though DualVD-G per-
forms lower than DMRM on Mean, DualVD-DAM outper-
forms DMRM on all the other metrics without multi-step rea-
soning, which is the advantages in DMRM over our models.
4.2 Ablation Study
The Effectiveness of Each Unit
We consider the following ablation models to illustrate the ef-
fectiveness of each unit of our model: 1) 2L-DAM: this is our
full model that adaptively selects related information for de-
coding. 2) 2L-DM: full model w/o Abandon Unit. 3) 2L-M:
2L-DM w/o Deliberation Unit. 4) 2-LSTM: 2L-M w/o Mem-
ory Unit. As shown in Table 2, taking DualVD-DAM for ex-
ample, the MRR values increase by 0.37%, 0.11% and 0.31%
respectively when introducing the Memory Unit (2L-M), De-
liberation Unit (2L-DM) and Abandon Unit (2L-DAM) to the
baseline model (2-LSTM) progressively. Similar trend exists
in LF-DAM and MN-DAM, which indicates the effectiveness
of each unit in DAM. Since the space limitation and similar
observations, we show the ablation studies on DualVD-DAM
in the following experiments.
The Effectiveness of Two-Level Decode Structure
To prove the complementary advantages of the response-level
semantic decode layer (RSL) and the word-level detail de-
code layer (WDL), and to figure out the information selection
mode, we first conduct Human Study on the effectiveness
of RSL, WDL and the full model DualVD-DAM, and then
visualize the gate values of Memory Unit to reveal the infor-
mation selection mode.
Model M1 ↑ M2 ↑ Repetition↓ Richness ↑
RSL(DualVD-G): RSL only 0.60 0.47 0.20 0.03
WDL: WDL only 0.69 0.54 0.07 0.15
DualVD-DAM 0.75 0.61 0.01 0.13
Table 3: Human evaluation of 100 sample responses on VisDial v1.0
validation set. M1: percentage of responses that pass the Turing
Test. M2: percentage of responses that are evaluated better or equal
to human responses. Repetition: percentage of responses that have
meaningless repeated words. Richness: percentage of responses that
contain detailed content to answer the question.
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Question Are there trees on the mountains?
DualVD-G Yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes. 
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ound.DualVD-DAM
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33.65%
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Image Visualization of Memory Unit at Each Decoding Step
RSL
Figure 4: Visualization of gate values in the Memory Unit. Yellow
thermogram: gate values of RSL and WDL computed in Eq. (6).
Blue polyline: ratio of total gate values of WDL.
Complementary Advantages. In the human study, we fol-
low [Wu et al., 2018] to sample 100 results from VisDial
v1.0 validation set and ask 3 persons to evaluate the quality
of the last response in the dialogue. Distinct from previous
works, we add Repetition and Richness metrics, and for all
metrics, we record the score when at least 2 persons agree.
As shown in Table 3, WDL performs best on Richness and
reduces the Repetition by 0.13 compared to RSL, which indi-
cates that WDL contributes to the increase of detailed infor-
mation and the decrease of repetition in the response. After
incorporating RSL and Memory Unit with WDL, the repeti-
tion further reduces by 0.06 while M1 and M2 outperform by
0.06 and 0.07 respectively, which proves the complementary
advantages between these two level information. We also no-
tice that Richness decreases slightly. This is mainly because
the information from RSL concentrates more attention on the
global information, rather than detailed information.
Information Selection Mode. We visualize the gate values
in the Memory Unit for DualVD-DAM to demonstrate the in-
formation selection mode of the two level information. As
shown in Figure 4, we can observe that the ratio of gate val-
ues for RSL is always higher than that for WDL. It indicates
that the response-level information in RSL plays the predom-
inant role in guiding the response generation. Another ob-
vious phenomenon is that the ratio of gate values for WDL
increases rapidly when generating the last word, which can
be viewed as a signal to stop the response generation in time
when the response already covers the complete semantics. It
may due to the fact that WDL captures word-level informa-
tion and is sensitive to the word repetition, which is beneficial
to avoid repetitive word generation.
The Effectiveness of Each Operation in Deliberation Unit
We conduct experiments on DualVD-DAM to reveal the in-
fluence of essential operations in the Deliberation Unit: 1) I-
S only uses semantic-level image information for information
selection. 2) I-V only utilizes visual-level image information
for information selection. 3) I-SV jointly exploits semantic
A1: Maybe in his face is in his
face, …, is in his face.
A2: He looks like he looks like he 
looks, …, like he looks.
A3: He looks like he looks like he 
looks like, …, he looks.
Q3: Is he giving attitude 
or having fun?
Q1: How old is the gent-
leman?
Q2: Is he happy or sad? A2: Looks very ha-ppy.
A1: About 60.
A3: Having fun.
A2: He looks happy.
A1: He ’s in his 60s.
C: A woman playing tennis with the ball 
in mid-air in front of her and the racket 
raised with her arm across her body in 
front of a sponsored grandstand.
A2: A white tennis dress and
tennis shoes.
A1: I see 3 people.
A3: Black and white.Q3: What color is hertennis racket?
Q2: What is the tennis
player wearing?
Q1: Do you see a lot of 
people?
A3: Red and red and red and red
and red and red, …, and red and.
A2: White shirt and a white shirt
and a white shirt, …, and a.
A1: I see 3.A1: Just 3.
A3: Black.
A2: White tennis d-
ress.
A3: Having fun and he looks
like he is posing for the picture.
Image + Caption Question Human Responses DualVD-G DualVD-DAM
C: A cheerful older gentleman with his 
hands on his hips is smiling at the camera.
Figure 5: Qualitative results of DualVD-DAM comparing to Human Responses and DualVD-G, where “...” are omitted repeated words.
C: A tarmac with a lot of large blue and white planes parked.
Q1: Are there people? A1: I see 2 people.
Q2: 1s it sunny? A2: It looks like a clear day, yes.
Q3: Are there clouds? A3: A couple of clouds, yes.
Q4: Are the planes big?A4: They look like large passenger planes.
Q5: Are there people boarding? A5: No.
Q6: Are there any bags? A6: No.
Q7: Are there signs? A7: No.
Is there a building?Question
DualVD-G
DualVD-DAM
No.
There are some buildings in the background. there                                 buildings                              background
Image Dialogue History Visualization
C    QA1 QA2 QA3QA4 QA5 QA6 QA7                                      C    QA1 QA2 QA3QA4 QA5 QA6 QA7                                      C    QA1 QA2 QA3QA4 QA5 QA6 QA7                                      
Figure 6: Visualization of the evidence when generating the response by DualVD-DAM. The essential visual regions and dialogue history for
answering the question are highlighted in the last three columns. The attention weights of visual regions and dialogue history are visualized,
where clearer region and darker orange color indicates higher attention weight.
Model MRR R@1 R@5 R@10 Mean NDCG
I-S 50.01 40.25 59,78 66.76 17.67 59.09
I-V 50.03 40.30 59.34 66.90 17.34 58.93
I-SV 50.13 40.34 60.09 67.06 17.34 59.51
H 50.19 40.36 60.09 66.96 17.27 59.92
DualVD-DAM 50.51 40.53 60.84 67.94 16.65 60.93
Table 4: Ablation study of Deliberation Unit on VisDial v1.0.
and visual information for information selection. 4) H only
leverages dialogue history for information selection.
As shown in Table 4, I-S and I-V update information from
visual and semantic aspect respectively, while I-SV updates
information from both two aspects which achieves the best
performance compared to the above two models. The rela-
tively higher results of H model indicate that the history in-
formation plays a more important role in the decoder. By
jointly incorporating all the structure-aware information from
the encoder, DualVD-DAM achieves the best performance on
all the metrics. It proves the advantages of DAM via fully
utilizing the information from the elaborate encoder, which
is beneficial for enhancing the existing generation models by
incorporating their encoders with DAM adaptively.
4.3 Qualitative Analysis
Response generation quality. Figure 5 shows two ex-
amples of three-round dialogues and the corresponding re-
sponses generated by DualVD-G and DualVD-DAM. When
answering Q3 in the first example, DualVD-DAM gener-
ates accurate and non-repetitive response “having fun” com-
pared with DualVD-G. Comparing to the human response,
DualVD-DAM further provides detailed description “he is
posing for the picture” so as to increase the richness of the
response. Similar observation exists in the second example.
Information selection quality. We further visualize the ev-
idence captured from the image and dialogue history for gen-
erating the essential words, i.e. there, buildings and back-
ground. As shown in Figure 6, it is difficult to answer the
question of “Is there a building?” accurately, since the build-
ings are distant and small. DualVD-DAM accurately focuses
on the visual and dialogue clues. Taking the word background
for example, our model focuses on the background in the im-
age and highlights the clear day in the dialogue history. It
proves that DAM can adaptively focus on the exact visual
and textual clues for generating each word, which contributes
to the high quality of the responses.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel generative decoder DAM
consisting of the Deliberation Unit, Abandon Unit and Mem-
ory Unit. The novel decoder adopts a compositive decoding
mode in order to model information from both response-level
and word-level, so as to discourage repetition in the generated
responses. DAM is a universal decoding architecture which
can be incorporated with existing visual dialogue encoders
to improve their performance. The extensive experiments of
combining DAM with LF, MN and DualVD encoders verify
that our proposed DAM can effectively improve the genera-
tion performance of existing models and achieve new state-
of-the-art results on the popular benchmark dataset.
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